Optimum design of electrode structure and parameters in electrical impedance tomography.
In electrical impedance tomography (EIT) the electrode structure and parameters significantly influence measurement sensitivity and image quality, so how to optimize the electrode structure and parameters is one of the key problems in research today. This paper presents a method to optimize the EIT electrode structure and parameters based on coercive equipotential node models. The coercive equipotential mode of the compound electrode has been established based on that of the line electrode. A simulation study for the line electrode and the compound electrode of EIT has been made on a simulation software platform. The influences of different electrode structures and parameters on measurement sensitivity and the image reconstruction quality are studied. For line electrode simulation studies, two important conclusions are drawn. First, a narrower electrode is helpful in improving the imaging quality. Second, although it is known that a wider electrode is beneficial in decreasing the contact impedance, using a too wide electrode causes the measurement sensitivity to decrease. Furthermore the electrode width that leads to the best measurement sensitivity is different for different measurement depths. The compound electrode has four parameters: the excitation electrode width, the measurement electrode width, the space between the excitation electrode and the measurement electrode, and the distance between two adjacent compound electrodes. These parameters have mutual restrictions and complex influences on each other. It is unwise to optimize the design of a compound electrode by only using the overlay rate of electrodes. A simulation study of EIT electrode structure and parameter influences can be carried out according to this paper to determine the optimum design of the electrode structure and its parameters.